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Abstract
We investigate parameterizations of both database instances and queries that make query evaluation fixed-parameter tractable in combined complexity. We introduce a new Datalog fragment
with stratified negation, intensional-clique-guarded Datalog (ICG-Datalog), with linear-time evaluation on structures of bounded treewidth for programs of bounded rule size. Such programs capture in particular conjunctive queries with simplicial decompositions of bounded width, guarded
negation fragment queries of bounded CQ-rank, or two-way regular path queries. Our result
is shown by compiling to alternating two-way automata, whose semantics is defined via cyclic
provenance circuits (cycluits) that can be tractably evaluated. Last, we prove that probabilistic
query evaluation remains intractable in combined complexity under this parameterization.
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1

Introduction

Arguably the most fundamental task performed by database systems is query evaluation,
namely, computing the results of a query over a database instance. Unfortunately, this task
is well-known to be intractable in combined complexity [55] even for simple query languages.
To address this issue, two main directions have been investigated. The first is to restrict
the class of queries to ensure tractability, for instance, to α-acyclic conjunctive queries [57],
this being motivated by the idea that many real-world queries are simple and usually small.
The second approach restricts the structure of database instances, e.g., requiring them to have
bounded treewidth [52] (we call them treelike). This has been notably studied by Courcelle [24],
to show the tractability of monadic-second order logic on treelike instances, but in data
complexity (i.e., for fixed queries); the combined complexity is generally nonelementary [49].
This leaves open the main question studied in this paper: Which queries can be efficiently
evaluated, in combined complexity, on treelike databases? This question has been addressed
by Gottlob, Pichler, and Fei [36] by introducing quasi-guarded Datalog; however, an unusual
feature of this language is that programs must explicitly refer to the tree decomposition of
the instance. Instead, we try to follow Courcelle’s approach and investigate which queries
can be efficiently compiled to automata. Specifically, rather than restricting to a fixed class
of “efficient” queries, we study parameterized query classes, i.e., we define an efficient class
of queries for each value of the parameter. We further make the standard assumption that
the signature is fixed; in particular, its arity is constant. This allows us to aim for low
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combined complexity for query evaluation, namely, fixed-parameter tractability with linear
time complexity in the product of the input query and instance, called FPT-linear complexity.
Surprisingly, we are not aware of further existing work on tractable combined query
evaluation for parameterized instances and queries, except from an unexpected angle: the
compilation of restricted query fragments to tree automata on treelike instances was used in the
context of guarded logics and other fragments, to decide satisfiability [13] and containment [11].
To do this, one usually establishes a treelike model property to restrict the search to models of
low treewidth (but dependent on the formula), and then compiles the formula to an automaton,
so that the problems reduce to emptiness testing: expressive automata formalisms, such as
alternating two-way automata, are typically used. One contribution of our work is to notice
this connection, and show how query evaluation on treelike instances can benefit from these
ideas: for instance, as we show, some queries can only be compiled efficiently to such concise
automata, and not to the more common bottom-up tree automata.
From there, the first main contribution of this paper is to define the language of intensionalclique-guarded Datalog (ICG-Datalog), and show an efficient FPT-linear compilation procedure
for this language, parameterized by the body size of rules: this implies FPT-linear combined
complexity on treelike instances. While we present it as a Datalog fragment, our language
shares some similarities with guarded logics; yet, its design incorporates several features
(fixpoints, clique-guards, guarded negation, guarding positive subformulae) that are not
usually found together in guarded fragments, but are important for query evaluation. We
show how the tractability of this language captures the tractability of such query classes as
two-way regular path queries [10] and α-acyclic conjunctive queries.
Already for conjunctive queries, we show that the treewidth of queries is not the right
parameter to ensure efficient compilability. In fact, a second contribution of our work is
a lower bound: we show that bounded treewidth queries cannot be efficiently compiled to
automata at all, so we cannot hope to show combined tractability for them via automata
methods. By contrast, ICG-Datalog implies the combined tractability of bounded-treewidth
queries with an additional requirement (interfaces between bags must be clique-guarded),
which is the notion of simplicial decompositions previously studied by Tarjan [53]. To our
knowledge, our paper is the first to introduce this query class and to show its tractability
on treelike instances. ICG-Datalog can be understood as an extension of this fragment to
disjunction, clique-guarded negation, and inflationary fixpoints, that preserves tractability.
To derive our main FPT-linear combined complexity result, we define an operational
semantics for our tree automata by introducing a notion of cyclic provenance circuits, that
we call cycluits. These cycluits, the third contribution of our paper, are well-suited as a
provenance representation for alternating two-way automata encoding ICG-Datalog programs,
as they naturally deal with both recursion and two-way traversal of a treelike instance, which
is less straightforward with provenance formulae [37] or circuits [26]. While we believe that
this natural generalization of Boolean circuits may be of independent interest, it does not
seem to have been studied in detail, except in the context of integrated circuit design [45, 51],
where the semantics often features feedback loops that involve negation; we prohibit these by
focusing on stratified circuits, which we show can be evaluated in linear time. We show that
the provenance of alternating two-way automata can be represented as a stratified cycluit in
FPT-linear time, generalizing results on bottom-up automata and circuits from [5].
Since cycluits directly give us a provenance representation of the query, we then investigate
probabilistic query evaluation, which we showed in [5] to be linear-time in data complexity
through the use of provenance circuits. We show how to remove cycles, so as to apply messagepassing methods [42], yielding a 2EXPTIME upper bound for the combined complexity
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of probabilistic query evaluation. While we do not obtain tractable probabilistic query
evaluation in combined complexity, we give lower bounds showing that this is unlikely.
Outline. We give preliminaries in Section 2, and then position our approach relative to
existing work in Section 3. We then present our tractable fragment, first for boundedsimplicial-width conjunctive queries in Section 4, then for our ICG-Datalog language in
Section 5. We then define our automata and compile ICG-Datalog to them in Section 6,
before introducing cycluits and showing our provenance computation result in Section 7. We
last study the conversion of cycluits to circuits, and probability evaluation, in Section 8. Full
proofs are provided in the extended version [4].

2

Preliminaries

A relational signature σ is a finite set of relation names written R, S, T , . . . , each with its
associated arity arity(R) ∈ N. Throughout this work, we always assume the signature σ to be
fixed: hence, its arity arity(σ) (the maximal arity of relations in σ) is constant, and we further
assume it is > 0. A (σ-)instance I is a finite set of ground facts on σ, i.e., R(a1 , . . . , aarity(R) )
with R ∈ σ. The active domain dom(I) consists of the elements occurring in I.
We study query evaluation for several query languages that are subsets of first-order (FO)
logic (e.g., conjunctive queries) or of second-order (SO) logic (e.g., Datalog). Unless otherwise
stated, we only consider queries that are constant-free, and Boolean, so that an instance I
either satisfies a query q (I |= q), or violates it (I 6|= q), with the standard semantics [1].
We study the query evaluation problem (or model checking) for a query class Q and
instance class I: given an instance I ∈ I and query Q ∈ Q, check if I |= Q. Its combined
complexity for I and Q is a function of I and Q, whereas data complexity assumes Q to
be fixed. We also study cases where I and Q are parameterized: given infinite sequences
I1 , I2 , . . . and Q1 , Q2 , . . ., the query evaluation problem parameterized by kI , kQ applies to IkI
and QkQ . The parameterized problem is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT), for (In ) and (Qn ),
if there is a constant c ∈ N and computable function f such that the problem can be solved
with combined complexity O (f (kI , kQ ) · (|I| · |Q|)c ). For c = 1, we call it FPT-linear (in
|I| · |Q|). Observe that calling the problem FPT is more informative than saying that it is in
PTIME for fixed kI and kQ , as we are further imposing that the polynomial degree c does
not depend on kI and kQ : this follows the usual distinction in parameterized complexity
between FPT and classes such as XP [29].
Query languages. We first study fragments of FO, in particular, conjunctive queries (CQ),
i.e., existentially quantified conjunctions of atoms. The canonical model of a CQ Q is the
instance built from Q by seeing variables as elements and atoms as facts. The primal graph
of Q has its variables as vertices, and connects all variable pairs that co-occur in some atom.
Second, we study Datalog with stratified negation. We summarize the definitions here,
see [1] for details. A Datalog program P (without negation) over σ (called the extensional
signature) consists of an intensional signature σint disjoint from σ (with the arity of σint
being possibly greater than that of σ), a 0-ary goal predicate Goal in σint , and a set of rules:
those are of the form R(x) ← ψ(x, y), where the head R(x) is an atom with R ∈ σint , and
the body ψ is a CQ over σint t σ where each variable of x must occur. The semantics P (I)
of P over an input σ-instance I is defined by a least fixpoint of the interpretation of σint :
we start with P (I) := I, and for any rule R(x) ← ψ(x, y) and tuple a of dom(I), when
P (I) |= ∃y ψ(a, y), then we derive the fact R(a) and add it to P (I), where we can then
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use it to derive more facts. We have I |= P iff we derive the fact Goal(). The arity of P is
max(arity(σ), arity(σint )). P is monadic if σint has arity 1.
Datalog with stratified negation [1] allows negated intensional atoms in bodies, but
requires P to have a stratification, i.e., an ordered partition P1 t · · · t Pn of the rules where:
(i) Each R ∈ σint has a stratum ζ(R) ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that all rules with R in the head
are in Pζ(R) ;
(ii) For any 1 6 i 6 n and σint -atom R(z) in a body of a rule of Pi , we have ζ(R) 6 i;
(iii) For any 1 6 i 6 n and negated σint -atom R(z) in a body of Pi , we have ζ(R) < i.
The stratification ensures that we can define the semantics of a stratified Datalog program by
computing its interpretation for strata P1 , . . . , Pn in order: atoms in bodies always depend
on a lower stratum, and negated atoms depend on strictly lower strata, whose interpretation
was already fixed. Hence, there is a unique least fixpoint and I |= P is well-defined.
I Example 1. The following stratified Datalog program, with σ = {R} and σint = {T, Goal},
and strata P1 , P2 , tests if there are two elements that are not connected by a directed R-path:
P1 : T (x, y) ← R(x, y), T (x, y) ← R(x, z) ∧ T (z, y)
P2 : Goal() ← ¬T (x, y)
Treewidth. Treewidth is a measure quantifying how far a graph is to being a tree, which
we use to restrict instances and conjunctive queries. The treewidth of a CQ is that of its
canonical instance, and the treewidth of an instance I is the smallest k such that I has a tree
decomposition of width k, i.e., a finite, rooted, unranked tree T , whose nodes b (called bags)
are labeled by a subset dom(b) of dom(I) with |dom(b)| 6 k + 1, and which satisfies:
(i) for every fact R(a) ∈ I, there is a bag b ∈ T with a ⊆ dom(b);
(ii) for all a ∈ dom(I), the set of bags {b ∈ T | a ∈ dom(b)} is a connected subtree of T .
A family of instances is treelike if their treewidth is bounded by a constant.

3

Approaches for Tractability

We now review existing approaches to ensure the tractability of query evaluation, starting by
query languages whose evaluation is tractable in combined complexity on all input instances.
We then study more expressive query languages which are tractable on treelike instances,
but where tractability only holds in data complexity. We then present the goals of our work.

3.1

Tractable Queries on All Instances

The best-known query language to ensure tractable query complexity is α-acyclic queries [28],
i.e., those that have a tree decomposition where the domain of each bag corresponds exactly
to an atom: this is called a join tree [34]. With Yannakakis’s algorithm [57], we can evaluate
an α-acyclic conjunctive query Q on an arbitrary instance I in time O(|I| · |Q|).
Yannakakis’s result was generalized in two main directions. One direction [33], moving
from linear time to PTIME, has investigated more general CQ classes, in particular CQs of
bounded treewidth [30], hypertreewidth [34], and fractional hypertreewidth [38]. Bounding
these query parameters to some fixed k makes query evaluation run in time O((|I|·|Q|)f (k) ) for
some function f , hence in PTIME; for treewidth, since the decomposition can be computed in
k
FPT-linear time [19], this goes down to O(|I| · |Q|). However, query evaluation on arbitrary
instances is unlikely to be FPT when parameterized by the query treewidth, since it would
imply that the exponential-time hypothesis fails (Theorem 5.1 of [47]). Further, even for
treewidth 2 (e.g., triangles), it is not known if we can achieve linear data complexity [2].
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In another direction, α-acyclicity has been generalized to queries with more expressive
operators, e.g., disjunction or negation. The result on α-acyclic CQs thus extends to the
guarded fragment (GF) of first-order logic, which can be evaluated on arbitrary instances in
time O(|I| · |Q|) [44]. Tractability is independently known for FOk , the fragment of FO where
k
subformulae use at most k variables, with a simple evaluation algorithm in O(|I| · |Q|) [56].
Another important operator are fixpoints, which can be used to express, e.g., reachability
queries. Though FOk is no longer tractable when adding fixpoints [56], query evaluation is
tractable [17, Theorem 3] for µGF, i.e., GF with some restricted least and greatest fixpoint
operators, when alternation depth is bounded; without alternation, the combined complexity
is in O(|I| · |Q|). We could alternatively express fixpoints in Datalog, but, sadly, most
known tractable fragments are nonrecursive: nonrecursive stratified Datalog is tractable
[30, Corollary 5.26] for rules with restricted bodies (i.e., strictly acyclic, or bounded strict
treewidth). This result was generalized in [35] when bounding the number of guards: this
nonrecursive fragment is shown to be equivalent to the k-guarded fragment of FO, with
connections to the bounded-hypertreewidth approach. One recursive tractable fragment is
Datalog LITE, which is equivalent to alternation-free µGF [32]. Fixpoints were independently
studied for graph query languages such as reachability queries and regular path queries (RPQ),
which enjoy linear combined complexity on arbitrary input instances: this extends to two-way
RPQs (2RPQs) and even strongly acyclic conjunctions of 2RPQs (SAC2RPQs), which are
expressible in alternation-free µGF. Tractability also extends to acyclic RPQs but with
PTIME complexity [10].

3.2

Tractability on Treelike Instances

We now study another approach for tractable query evaluation: this time, we restrict the
shape of the instances, using treewidth. This ensures that we can translate them to a
tree for efficient query evaluation. Informally, having fixed the signature σ, for a fixed
treewidth k ∈ N, there is a finite tree alphabet Γkσ such that σ-instances of treewidth 6 k
can be translated in FPT-linear time (parameterized by k), following the structure of a tree
decomposition, to a Γkσ -tree, i.e., a rooted full ordered binary tree with nodes labeled by Γkσ ,
which we call a tree encoding. We omit the formal construction: see the extended version [4]
for more details.
We can then evaluate queries on treelike instances by running tree automata on the tree
encoding that represents them. Formally, given an alphabet Γ, a bottom-up nondeterministic
tree automaton on Γ-trees (or Γ-bNTA) is a tuple A = (Q, F, ι, ∆), where:
(i) Q is a finite set of states;
(ii) F ∈ Q is a subset of accepting states;
(iii) ι : Γ → 2Q is an initialization function determining the state of a leaf from its label;
(iv) ∆ : Γ × Q2 → 2Q is a transition function determining the possible states for an internal
node from its label and the states of its two children.
Given a Γ-tree hT, λi (where λ : T → Γ is the labeling function), we define a run of A
on hT, λi as a function ϕ : T → Q such that (1) ϕ(l) ∈ ι(λ(l)) for every leaf l of T ; and
(2) ϕ(n) ∈ ∆(λ(n), ϕ(n1 ), ϕ(n2 )) for every internal node n of T with children n1 and n2 . The
bNTA A accepts hT, λi if it has a run on T mapping the root of T to a state of F .
We say that a bNTA A tests a query Q for treewidth k if, for any Γkσ -encoding hE, λi
coding an instance I (of treewidth 6 k), A accepts hE, λi iff I |= Q. By a well-known result
of Courcelle [24] on graphs (extended to higher-arity in [30]), we can use bNTAs to evaluate
all queries in monadic second-order logic (MSO), i.e., first-order logic with second-order
variables of arity 1. MSO subsumes in particular CQs and monadic Datalog (but not general
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Datalog). Courcelle showed that MSO queries can be compiled to a bNTA that tests them:
I Theorem 2 ([24, 30]). For any MSO query Q and treewidth k ∈ N, we can compute a
bNTA that tests Q for treewidth k.
This implies that evaluating any MSO query Q has FPT-linear data complexity when
parameterized by Q and the instance treewidth [24, 30], i.e., it is in O (f (|Q| , k) · |I|) for
some computable function f . However, this tells little about the combined complexity, as
f is generally nonelementary in Q [49]. A better combined complexity bound is known for
unions of conjunctions of two-way regular path queries (UC2RPQs) that are further required
to be acyclic and to have a constant number of edges between pairs of variables: these can
be compiled into polynomial-sized alternating two-way automata [11].

3.3

Restricted Queries on Treelike Instances

Our approach combines both ideas: we use instance treewidth as a parameter, but also
restrict the queries to ensure tractable compilability. We are only aware of two approaches
in this spirit. First, Gottlob, Pichler, and Wei [36] have proposed a quasiguarded Datalog
fragment on relational structures and their tree decompositions, with query evaluation is in
O(|I| · |Q|). However, this formalism requires queries to be expressed in terms of the tree
decomposition, and not just in terms of the relational signature. Second, Berwanger and
Grädel [17] remark (after Theorem 4) that, when alternation depth and width are bounded,
µCGF (the clique-guarded fragment of FO with fixpoints) enjoys FPT-linear query evaluation
when parameterized by instance treewidth. Their approach does not rely on automata
methods, and subsumes the tractability of α-acyclic CQs and alternation-free µGF (and
hence SAC2RPQs), on treelike instances. However, µCGF is a restricted query language
(the only CQs that it can express are those with a chordal primal graph), whereas we want a
richer language, with a parameterized definition.
Our goal is thus to develop an expressive parameterized query language, which can be
compiled in FPT-linear time to an automaton that tests it (with the treewidth of instances
also being a parameter). We can then evaluate the automaton, and obtain FPT-linear
combined complexity for query evaluation. Further, as we will show, the use of tree automata
will yield provenance representations for the query as in [5] (see Section 7).

4

Conjunctive Queries on Treelike Instances

To identify classes of queries that can be efficiently compiled to tree automata, we start by
the simplest queries: conjunctive queries.
α-acyclic queries. A natural candidate for a tractable query class via automata methods
would be α-acyclic CQs, which, as we explained in Section 3.1, can be evaluated in time
O(|I| · |Q|) on all instances. Sadly, we show that such queries cannot be compiled efficiently
to bNTAs, so our compilation result (Theorem 2) does not extend directly:
I Proposition 3. There is an arity-two signature σ and an infinite family Q1 , Q2 , . . . of
α-acyclic CQs such that, for any i ∈ N, any bNTA that tests Qi for treewidth 1 must have
1−ε
Ω(2|Qi | ) states for any ε > 0.
The intuition of the proof is that bNTAs can only make one traversal of the encoding
of the input instance. Faced by this, we propose to use different tree automata formalisms,
which are generally more concise than bNTAs. There are two classical generalizations of
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nondeterministic automata, on words [18] and on trees [23]: one goes from the inherent
existential quantification of nondeterminism to quantifier alternation; the other allows twoway navigation instead of imposing a left-to-right (on words) or bottom-up (on trees) traversal.
On words, both of these extensions independently allow for exponentially more compact
automata [18]. In this work, we combine both extensions and use alternating two-way tree
automata [23, 20], formally introduced in Section 6, which leads to tractable combined
complexity for evaluation. Our general results in the next section will then imply:
I Proposition 4. For any treewidth bound kI ∈ N, given an α-acyclic CQ Q, we can compute
in FPT-linear time in O(|Q|) (parameterized by kI ) an alternating two-way tree automaton
that tests it for treewidth kI .
Hence, if we are additionally given a relational instance I of treewidth 6 kI , one can
determine whether I |= Q in FPT-linear time in |I| · |Q| (parameterized by kI ).
Bounded-treewidth queries. Having re-proven the combined tractability of α-acyclic queries
(on bounded-treewidth instances), we naturally try to extend to bounded-treewidth CQs.
Recall from Section 3.1 that these queries have PTIME combined complexity on all instances,
but are unlikely to be FPT when parameterized by the query treewidth [47]. Can they be
efficiently evaluated on treelike instances by compiling them to automata? We answer in the
negative: that bounded-treewidth CQs cannot be efficiently compiled to automata to test
them, even when using the expressive formalism of alternating two-way tree automata [23]:
I Theorem 5. There is an arity-two signature σ for which there is no algorithm A with
exponential running time and polynomial output size for the following task: given a conjunctive
query Q of treewidth 6 2, produce an alternating two-way tree automaton AQ on Γ5σ -trees
that tests Q on σ-instances of treewidth 6 5.
This result is obtained from a variant of the 2EXPTIME-hardness of monadic Datalog
containment [12]. We show that efficient compilation of bounded-treewidth CQs to automata
would yield an EXPTIME containment test, and conclude by the time hierarchy theorem.
Bounded simplicial width. We have shown that we cannot compile bounded-treewidth
queries to automata efficiently. We now show that efficient compilation can be ensured with an
additional requirement on tree decompositions. As it turns out, the resulting decomposition
notion has been independently introduced for graphs:
I Definition 6 ([27]). A simplicial decomposition of a graph G is a tree decomposition T
of G such that, for any bag b of T and child bag b0 of b, letting S be the intersection of the
domains of b and b0 , then the subgraph of G induced by S is a complete subgraph of G.
We extend this notion to CQs, and introduce the simplicial width measure:
I Definition 7. A simplicial decomposition of a CQ Q is a simplicial decomposition of its
primal graph. Note that any CQ has a simplicial decomposition (e.g., the trivial one that
puts all variables in one bag). The simplicial width of Q is the minimum, over all simplicial
tree decompositions, of the size of the largest bag minus 1.
Bounding the simplicial width of CQs is of course more restrictive than bounding their
treewidth, and this containment relation is strict: cycles have treewidth 6 2 but have
unbounded simplicial width. This being said, bounding the simplicial width is less restrictive
than imposing α-acyclicity: the join tree of an α-acyclic CQ is in particular a simplicial
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decomposition, so α-acyclic CQs have simplicial width at most arity(σ) − 1, which is constant
as σ is fixed. Again, the containment is strict: a triangle has simplicial width 2 but is not
α-acyclic.
To our knowledge, simplicial width for CQs has not been studied before. Yet, we show
that bounding the simplicial width ensures that CQs can be efficiently compiled to automata.
This is unexpected, because the same is not true of treewidth, by Theorem 5. Hence:
I Theorem 8. For any kI , kQ ∈ N, given a CQ Q and a simplicial decomposition T of
simplicial width kQ of Q, we can compute in FPT-linear in |Q| (parameterized by kI and kQ )
an alternating two-way tree automaton that tests Q for treewidth kI .
Hence, if we are additionally given a relational instance I of treewidth 6 kI , one can
determine whether I |= Q in FPT-linear time in |I| · (|Q| + |T |) (parameterized by kI and kQ ).
Notice the technicality that the simplicial decomposition T must be provided as input to
the procedure, because it is not known to be computable in FPT-linear time, unlike tree
decompositions. While we are not aware of results on the complexity of this specific task,
quadratic time algorithms are known for the related problem of computing the clique-minimal
separator decomposition [43, 16].
The intuition for the efficient compilation of bounded-simplicial-width CQs is as follows.
The interface variables shared between any bag and its parent must be “clique-guarded”
(each pair is covered by an atom). Hence, consider any subquery rooted at a bag of the
query decomposition, and see it as a non-Boolean CQ with the interface variables as free
variables. Each result of this CQ must then be covered by a clique of facts of the instance,
which ensures [31] that it occurs in some bag in the instance tree decomposition and can be
“seen” by a tree automaton. This intuition can be generalized, beyond conjunctive queries, to
design an expressive query language featuring disjunction, negation, and fixpoints, with the
same properties of efficient compilation to automata and FPT-linear combined complexity of
evaluation on treelike instances. We introduce such a Datalog variant in the next section.

5

ICG-Datalog on Treelike Instances

To design a Datalog fragment with efficient compilation to automata, we must of course
impose some limitations, as we did for CQs. In fact, we can even show that the full Datalog
language (even without negation) cannot be compiled to automata, no matter the complexity:
I Proposition 9. There is a signature σ and Datalog program P such that the language of
Γ1σ -trees that encode instances satisfying P is not a regular tree language.
Hence, there is no bNTA or alternating two-way tree automaton that tests P for
treewidth 1. To work around this problem and ensure that compilation is possible and
efficient, the key condition that we impose on Datalog programs, pursuant to the intuition of
simplicial decompositions, is that intensional predicates in rule bodies must be clique-guarded,
i.e., their variables must co-occur in extensional predicates of the rule body. We can then
use the body size of the program rules as a parameter, and will show that the fragment can
then be compiled to automata in FPT-linear time.
I Definition 10. Let P be a stratified Datalog program. An intensional literal A(x) or
¬A(x) in a rule body ψ of P is clique-guarded if, for any two variables xi 6= xj of x, xi and
xj co-occur in some extensional atom of ψ. P is intensional-clique-guarded (ICG) if, for any
rule R(x) ← ψ(x, y), every intensional literal in ψ is clique-guarded in ψ. The body size of P
is the maximal number of atoms in the body of its rules, multiplied by its arity.
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The main result of this paper is that evaluation of ICG-Datalog is FPT-linear in combined
complexity, when parameterized by the body size of the program and the instance treewidth.
I Theorem 11. Given an ICG-Datalog program P of body size kP and a relational instance I
of treewidth kI , checking if I |= P is FPT-linear time in |I| · |P | (parameterized by kP and kI ).
We will show this result in the next section by compiling ICG-Datalog programs in
FPT-linear time to a special kind of tree automata (Theorem 22), and showing in Section 7
that we can efficiently evaluate such automata and even compute provenance representations.
The rest of this section presents consequences of our main result for various languages.
Conjunctive queries. Our tractability result for bounded-simplicial-width CQs (Theorem 8),
including α-acyclic CQs, is shown by rewriting to ICG-Datalog of bounded body size:
I Proposition 12. There is a function fσ (depending only on σ) such that for all k ∈ N, for
any conjunctive query Q and simplicial tree decomposition T of Q of width at most k, we can
compute in O(|Q| + |T |) an equivalent ICG-Datalog program with body size at most fσ (k).
This implies that ICG-Datalog can express any CQ up to increasing the body size
parameter, unlike, e.g., µCGF. Conversely, we can show that bounded-simplicial-width CQs
characterize the queries expressible in ICG-Datalog when disallowing negation, recursion and
disjunction. Specifically, a Datalog program is positive if it contains no negated atoms. It
is nonrecursive if there is no cycle in the directed graph on σint having an edge from R to
S whenever a rule contains R in its head and S in its body. It is conjunctive [14] if each
intensional relation R occurs in the head of at most one rule. We can then show:
I Proposition 13. For any positive, conjunctive, nonrecursive ICG-Datalog program P with
body size k, there is a CQ Q of simplicial width 6 k that is equivalent to P .
However, our ICG-Datalog fragment is still exponentially more concise than such CQs:
I Proposition 14. There is a signature σ and a family (Pn )n∈N of ICG-Datalog programs with
body size at most 9 which are positive, conjunctive, and nonrecursive, such that |Pn | = O(n)
and any CQ Qn equivalent to Pn has size Ω(2n ).
Guarded negation fragments. Having explained the connections between ICG-Datalog
and CQs, we now study its connections to the more expressive languages of guarded logics,
specifically, the guarded negation fragment (GNF), a fragment of first-order logic [9]. Indeed,
when putting GNF formulae in GN-normal form [9] or even weak GN-normal form [15],
we can translate them to ICG-Datalog, and we can use the CQ-rank parameter [15] (that
measures the maximal number of atoms in conjunctions) to control the body size parameter.
I Proposition 15. There is a function fσ (depending only on σ) such that, for any weak
GN-normal form GNF query Q of CQ-rank r, we can compute in time O(|Q|) an equivalent
nonrecursive ICG-Datalog program P of body size fσ (r).
In fact, the efficient compilation of bounded-CQ-rank normal-form GNF programs (using
the fact that subformulae are “answer-guarded”, like our guardedness requirements) has
been used recently (e.g., in [13]), to give efficient procedures for GNF satisfiability, compiling
them to automata (to a treewidth which is not fixed, unlike in our context, but depends on
the formula). ICG-Datalog further allows clique guards (similar to CGNFO [9]), can reuse
subformulae (similar to the idea of DAG-representations in [15]), and supports recursion
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(similar to GNFP [9], or GN-Datalog [8] but whose combined complexity is intractable —
PNP -complete). ICG-Datalog also resembles µCGF [17], but remember that it is not a
guarded negation logic, so, e.g., µCGF cannot express all CQs.
Hence, the design of ICG-Datalog, and its compilation to automata, has similarities with
guarded logics. However, to our knowledge, the idea of applying it to query evaluation is new,
and ICG-Datalog is designed to support all relevant features to capture interesting query
languages (e.g., clique guards are necessary to capture bounded-simplicial-width queries).
Recursive languages. The use of fixpoints in ICG-Datalog, in particular, allows us to
capture the combined tractability of interesting recursive languages. First, observe that
our guardedness requirement becomes trivial when all intensional predicates are monadic
(arity-one), so our main result implies that monadic Datalog of bounded body size is tractable
in combined complexity on treelike instances. This is reminiscent of the results of [36]:
I Proposition 16. The combined complexity of monadic Datalog query evaluation on boundedtreewidth instances is FPT when parameterized by instance treewidth and body size (as in
Definition 10) of the monadic Datalog program.
Second, ICG-Datalog can capture two-way regular path queries (2RPQs) [21, 10], a
well-known query language in the context of graph databases and knowledge bases:
I Definition 17. We assume that the signature σ contains only binary relations. A regular
path query (RPQ) QL is defined by a regular language L on the alphabet Σ of the relation
symbols of σ. Its semantics is that QL has two free variables x and y, and QL (a, b) holds on
an instance I for a, b ∈ dom(I) precisely when there is a directed path π of relations of σ
from a to b such that the label of π is in L. A two-way regular path query (2RPQ) is an
RPQ on the alphabet Σ± := Σ t {R− | R ∈ Σ}, which holds whenever there is a path from a
to b with label in L, with R− meaning that we traverse an R-fact in the reverse direction. A
Boolean 2RPQ is a 2RPQ which is existentially quantified on its two free variables.
I Proposition 18 ([48, 10]). 2RPQ query evaluation (on arbitrary instances) has linear time
combined complexity.
ICG-Datalog allows us to capture this result for Boolean 2RPQs on treelike instances. In
fact, the above result extends to SAC2RPQs, which are trees of 2RPQs with no multi-edges or
loops. We can prove the following result, for Boolean 2RPQs and SAC2RPQs, which further
implies compilability to automata (and efficient compilation of provenance representations).
We do not know whether this extends to the more general classes studied in [11].
I Proposition 19. Given a Boolean SAC2RPQ Q, we can compute in time O(|Q|) an
equivalent ICG-Datalog program P of body size 4.

6

Compilation to Automata

In this section, we study how we can compile ICG-Datalog queries on treelike instances to
tree automata, to be able to evaluate them efficiently. As we showed with Proposition 3,
we need more expressive automata than bNTAs. Hence, we use instead the formalism of
alternating two-way automata [23], i.e., automata that can navigate in trees in any direction,
and can express transitions using Boolean formulae on states. Specifically, we introduce for
our purposes a variant of these automata, which are stratified (i.e., allow a form of stratified
negation), and isotropic (i.e., no direction is privileged, in particular order is ignored).
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As in Section 3.2, we will define tree automata that run on Γ-trees for some alphabet Γ:
a Γ-tree hT, λi is a finite rooted ordered tree with a labeling function λ from the nodes of T
to Γ. The neighborhood Nbh(n) of a node n ∈ T is the set which contains n, all children of n,
and the parent of n if it exists.
Stratified isotropic alternating two-way automata. To define the transitions of our alternating automata, we write B(X) the set of propositional formulae (not necessarily monotone)
over a set X of variables: we will assume w.l.o.g. that negations are only applied to variables,
which we can always enforce using de Morgan’s laws. A literal is a propositional variable
x ∈ X (positive literal) or the negation of a propositional variable ¬x (negative literal).
A satisfying assignment of ϕ ∈ B(X) consists of two disjoint sets P, N ⊆ X (for “positive”
and “negative”) such that ϕ is a tautology when substituting the variables of P with 1 and
those of N with 0, i.e., when we have ν(ϕ) = 1 for every valuation ν of X such that ν(x) = 1
for all x ∈ P and ν(x) = 0 for all x ∈ N . Note that we allow satisfying assignments with
P t N ( X, which will be useful for our technical results. We now define our automata:
I Definition 20. A stratified isotropic alternating two-way automata on Γ-trees (Γ-SATWA)
is a tuple A = (Q, qI , ∆, ζ) with Q a finite set of states, qI the initial state, ∆ the transition
function from Q × Γ to B(Q), and ζ a stratification function, i.e., a surjective function from
Q to {0, . . . , m} for some m ∈ N, such that for any q, q 0 ∈ Q and f ∈ Γ, if ∆(q, f ) contains q 0
as a positive literal (resp., negative literal), then ζ(q 0 ) 6 ζ(q) (resp. ζ(q 0 ) < ζ(q)).
We define by induction on 0 6 i 6 m an i-run of A on a Γ-tree hT, λi as a finite tree
hTr , λr i, with labels of the form (q, w) or ¬(q, w) for w ∈ T and q ∈ Q with ζ(q) 6 i, by the
following recursive definition for all w ∈ T :
For q ∈ Q such that ζ(q) < i, the singleton tree hTr , λr i with one node labeled by (q, w)
(resp., by ¬(q, w)) is an i-run if there is a ζ(q)-run of A on hT, λi whose root is labeled
by (q, w) (resp., if there is no such run);
For q ∈ Q such that ζ(q) = i, if ∆(q, λ(w)) has a satisfying assignment (P, N ), if we have
a ζ(q 0 )-run Tq− for each q − ∈ N with root labeled by ¬(q − , w), and a ζ(q + )-run Tq+
for each q + ∈ P with root labeled by (q + , wq+ ) for some wq+ in Nbh(w), then the tree
hTr , λr i whose root is labeled (q, w) and has as children all the Tq− and Tq+ is an i-run.
A run of A starting in a state q ∈ Q at a node w ∈ T is a m-run whose root is labeled (q, w).
We say that A accepts hT, λi (written hT, λi |= A) if there exists a run of A on hT, λi starting
in the initial state qI at the root of T .
Observe that the internal nodes of a run starting in some state q are labeled by states q 0
in the same stratum as q. The leaves of the run may be labeled by states of a strictly
lower stratum or negations thereof, or by states of the same stratum whose transition
function is tautological, i.e., by some (q 0 , w) such that ∆(q 0 , λ(w)) has ∅, ∅ as a satisfying
assignment. Intuitively, if we disallow negation in transitions, our automata amount to the
alternating two-way automata used by [20], with the simplification that they do not need
parity acceptance conditions (because we only work with finite trees), and that they are
isotropic: the run for each positive child state of an internal node may start indifferently on
any neighbor of w in the tree (its parent, a child, or w itself), no matter the direction. (Note,
however, that the run for negated child states must start on w itself.)
We will soon explain how the compilation of ICG-Datalog is performed, but we first note
that evaluation of Γ-SATWAs is in linear time:
I Proposition 21. For any alphabet Γ, given a Γ-tree T and a Γ-SATWA A, we can determine
whether T |= A in time O(|T | · |A|).
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In fact, this result follows from the definition of provenance cycluits for SATWAs in the
next section, and the claim that these cycluits can be evaluated in linear time.
Compilation. We now give our main compilation result: we can efficiently compile any
ICG-Datalog program of bounded body size into a SATWA that tests it (in the same sense
as for bNTAs). This is our main technical claim, which is proven in the extended version [4].
I Theorem 22. Given an ICG-Datalog program P of body size kP and kI ∈ N, we can build
in FPT-linear time in |P | (parameterized by kP , kI ) a SATWA AP testing P for treewidth kI .
ν
Proof sketch. The idea is to have, for every relational symbol R, states of the form qR(x)
,
where ν is a partial valuation of x. This will be the starting state of a run if it is possible to
navigate the tree encoding from some starting node and build in this way a total valuation
ν 0 that extends ν and such that R(ν 0 (x)) holds. When R is intensional, once ν 0 is total on x,
0
we go into a state of the form qrν ,A where r is a rule with head relation R and A is the
set of atoms in the body of r (whose size is bounded by the body size). This means that
we choose a rule to prove R(ν 0 (x)). The automaton can then navigate the tree encoding,
build ν 0 and coherently partition A so as to inductively prove the atoms of the body. The
clique-guardedness condition ensures that, when there is a match of R(x), the elements to
which x is mapped can be found together in a bag. The fact that the automaton is isotropic
relieves us from the syntactic burden of dealing with directions in the tree, as one usually
has to do with alternating two-way automata.
J
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Provenance Cycluits

In the previous section, we have seen how ICG-Datalog programs could be compiled efficiently
to tree automata (SATWAs) that test them on treelike instances. To show that SATWAs can
be evaluated in linear time (stated earlier as Proposition 21), we will introduce an operational
semantics for SATWAs based on the notion of cyclic circuits, or cycluits for short.
We will also use these cycluits as a new powerful tool to compute (Boolean) provenance
information, i.e., a representation of how the query result depends on the input data:
I Definition 23. A (Boolean) valuation of a set S is a function ν : S → {0, 1}. A Boolean
function ϕ on variables S is a mapping that associates to each valuation ν of S a Boolean
value in {0, 1} called the evaluation of ϕ according to ν; for consistency with further notation,
we write it ν(ϕ). The provenance of a query Q on an instance I is the Boolean function ϕ,
whose variables are the facts of I, which is defined as follows: for any valuation ν of the facts
of I, we have ν(ϕ) = 1 iff the subinstance {F ∈ I | ν(F ) = 1} satisfies Q.
We can represent Boolean provenance as Boolean formulae [39, 37], or (more recently)
as Boolean circuits [26, 5]. In this section, we first introduce monotone cycluits (monotone
Boolean circuits with cycles), for which we define a semantics (in terms of the Boolean
function that they express); we also show that cycluits can be evaluated in linear time,
given a valuation. Second, we extend them to stratified cycluits, allowing a form of stratified
negation. We conclude the section by showing how to construct the provenance of a SATWA
as a cycluit, in FPT-linear time. Together with Theorem 22, this claim implies our main
provenance result:
I Theorem 24. Given an ICG-Datalog program P of body size kP and a relational instance I
of treewidth kI , we can construct in FPT-linear time in |I| · |P | (parameterized by kP and kI )
a representation of the provenance of P on I as a stratified cycluit. Further, for fixed kI , this
cycluit has treewidth O(|P |).
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Of course, this result implies the analogous claims for query languages that are captured
by ICG-Datalog parameterized by the body size, as we studied in Section 5. When combined
with the fact that cycluits can be tractably evaluated, it yields our main result, Theorem 11.
The rest of this section formally introduces cycluits and proves Theorem 24.
Cycluits. We define cycluits as Boolean circuits without the acyclicity requirement, as
in [51]. To avoid the problem of feedback loops, however, we first study monotone cycluits,
and then cycluits with stratified negation.
I Definition 25. A monotone Boolean cycluit is a directed graph C = (G, W, g0 , µ) where
G is the set of gates, W ⊆ G2 is the set of directed edges called wires (and written g → g 0 ),
g0 ∈ G is the output gate, and µ is the type function mapping each gate g ∈ G to one of inp
(input gate, with no incoming wire in W ), ∧ (AND gate) or ∨ (OR gate).
We now define the semantics of monotone cycluits. A (Boolean) valuation of C is a
function ν : Cinp → {0, 1} indicating the value of the input gates. As for standard monotone
circuits, a valuation yields an evaluation ν 0 : C → {0, 1}, that we will define shortly, indicating
the value of each gate under the valuation ν: we abuse notation and write ν(C) ∈ {0, 1} for
the evaluation result, i.e., ν 0 (g0 ) where g0 is the output gate of C. The Boolean function
captured by a cycluit C is thus the Boolean function ϕ on Cinp defined by ν(ϕ) := ν(C) for
each valuation ν of Cinp . We define the evaluation ν 0 from ν by a least fixed-point computation
(see the algorithm in the extended version [4]): we set all input gates to their value by ν,
and other gates to 0. We then iterate until the evaluation no longer changes, by evaluating
OR-gates to 1 whenever some input evaluates to 1, and AND-gates to 1 whenever all their
inputs evaluate to 1. The Knaster–Tarski theorem [54] gives an equivalent characterization:
I Proposition 26. For any monotone cycluit C and Boolean valuation ν of C, the set
S := {g ∈ C | ν 0 (g) = 1} is the minimal set of gates (under inclusion) such that:
(i) S contains the true input gates, i.e., it contains {g ∈ Cinp | ν(g) = 1};
(ii) for any g such that µ(g) = ∨, if some input gate of g is in S, then g is in S;
(iii) for any g such that µ(g) = ∧, if all input gates of g are in S, then g is in S.
We show that this definition is computable in linear time (see the extended version [4]):
I Proposition 27. Given any monotone cycluit C and Boolean valuation ν of C, we can
compute the evaluation ν 0 of C in linear time.
Stratified cycluits. We now move from monotone cycluits to general cycluits featuring
negation. However, allowing arbitrary negation would make it difficult to define a proper
semantics, because of possible cycles of negations. Hence, we focus on stratified cycluits:
I Definition 28. A Boolean cycluit C is defined like a monotone cycluit, but further allows
NOT-gates (µ(g) = ¬), which are required to have a single input. It is stratified if there
exists a stratification function ζ mapping its gates surjectively to {0, . . . , m} for some m ∈ N
such that ζ(g) = 0 iff g ∈ Cinp , and ζ(g) 6 ζ(g 0 ) for each wire g → g 0 , the inequality being
strict if µ(g 0 ) = ¬.
Equivalently, C contains no cycle of gates involving a ¬-gate. If C is stratified, we can
compute a stratification function in linear time by a topological sort, and use it to define the
evaluation of C (which will clearly be independent of the choice of stratification function):
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I Definition 29. Let C be a stratified cycluit with stratification function ζ : C → {0, . . . , m},
and let ν be a Boolean valuation of C. We inductively define the i-th stratum evaluation νi ,
for i in the range of ζ, by setting ν0 := ν, and letting νi extend the νj (j < i) as follows:
1. For g such that ζ(g) = i with µ(g) = ¬, set νi (g) := ¬νζ(g0 ) (g 0 ) for its one input g 0 .
2. Evaluate all other g with ζ(g) = i as for monotone cycluits, considering the ¬-gates of
point 1. and all gates of lower strata as input gates fixed to their value in νi−1 .
Letting g0 be the output gate of C, the Boolean function ϕ captured by C is then defined as
ν(ϕ) := νm (g0 ) for each valuation ν of Cinp .
I Proposition 30. We can compute ν(C) in linear time in the stratified cycluit C and in ν.
Building provenance cycluits. Having defined cycluits as our provenance representation,
we compute the provenance of a query on an instance as the provenance of its SATWA on a
tree encoding. To do so, we must give a general definition of the provenance of SATWAs.
Consider a Γ-tree T := hT, λi for some alphabet Γ, as in Section 6. We define a (Boolean)
valuation ν of T as a mapping from the nodes of T to {0, 1}. Writing Γ := Γ × {0, 1}, each
valuation ν then defines a Γ-tree ν(T ) := hT, (λ × ν)i, obtained by annotating each node
of T by its ν-image. As in [5], we define the provenance of a Γ-SATWA A on T , which
intuitively captures all possible results of evaluating A on possible valuations of T :
I Definition 31. The provenance of a Γ-SATWA A on a Γ-tree T is the Boolean function ϕ
defined on the nodes of T such that, for any valuation ν of T , ν(ϕ) = 1 iff A accepts ν(T ).
We then show that we can efficiently build provenance representations of SATWAs on
trees as stratified cycluits:
I Theorem 32. For any fixed alphabet Γ, given a Γ-SATWA A and a Γ-tree T , we can build
a stratified cycluit capturing the provenance of A on T in time O(|A| · |T |). Moreover, this
stratified cycluit has treewidth O(|A|).
Note that the proof can be easily modified to make it work for standard alternating twoway automata rather than our isotropic automata. This result allows us to prove Theorem 24,
by applying it to the SATWA obtained from the ICG-Datalog program (Theorem 22), slightly
modified so as to extend it to the alphabet Γ. Recalling that nodes of the tree encodings
each encode at most one fact of the instance, we use the second coordinate of Γ to indicate
whether the fact is actually present or should be discarded. This allows us to range over
possible subinstances, and thus to compute the provenance. This concludes the proof of
our main result (Theorem 11 in Section 5): we can evaluate an ICG-Datalog program on
a treelike instance in FPT-linear time by computing its provenance by Theorem 24 and
evaluating the provenance in linear time (Proposition 30).

8

From Cycluits to Circuits and Probability Bounds

We have proven our main result on ICG-Datalog, Theorem 11, in the previous section,
introducing stratified cycluits in the process as a way to capture the provenance of ICGDatalog. In this section, we study how these stratified cycluits can be transformed into
equivalent acyclic Boolean circuits, and we then show how we can use this to derive bounds
for the probabilistic query evaluation problem (PQE).
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From cycluits to circuits. We call two cycluits or circuits C1 and C2 equivalent if they
have the same set of inputs Cinp and, for each valuation ν of Cinp , we have ν(C1 ) = ν(C2 ). A
first result from existing work is that we can remove cycles in cycluits and convert them to
circuits, with a quadratic blowup, by creating linearly many copies to materialize the fixpoint
computation. This allows us to remain FPT in combined complexity, but not FPT-linear:
I Proposition 33 (([51], Theorem 2)). For any stratified cycluit C, we can compute in time
2
O(|C| ) a Boolean circuit C 0 which is equivalent to C.
In addition to being quadratic rather than linear, another disadvantage of this approach
is that bounds on the treewidth of the cycluit (which we will need later for probability
computation) are generally not preserved on the output. Hence, we prove a second cycle
removal result, that proceeds in FPT-linear time when parameterized by the treewidth of
the input cycluit. When we use this result, we no longer preserve FPT combined complexity
of the overall computation, because the stratified cycluits produced by Theorem 24 generally
have treewidth Ω(|P |). On the other hand, we obtain an FPT-linear data complexity bound,
and a bounded-treewidth circuit as a result.
I Theorem 34. There is an α ∈ N s.t., for any stratified cycluit C of treewidth k, we can
α
α
compute in time O(2k |C|) a circuit C 0 which is equivalent to C and has treewidth O(2k ).
Probabilistic query evaluation. We can then apply the above result to the probabilistic
query evaluation (PQE) problem, which we now define:
I Definition 35. A TID instance is a relational instance I and a function π mapping each
fact F ∈ I to a rational probability π(F ). A TID instance (I, π) defines a probability
Q
Q
distribution Pr on I 0 ⊆ I, where Pr(I 0 ) := F ∈I 0 π(F ) × F ∈I\I 0 (1 − π(F )).
The probabilistic query evaluation (PQE) problem asks, given a Boolean query Q and
a TID instance (I, π), the probability that the query Q is satisfied in the distribution Pr
P
of (I, π). Formally, we want to compute I 0 ⊆I s.t. I 0 |=Q Pr(I 0 ). The data complexity of PQE
is its complexity when Q is fixed and the TID instance (I, π) is given as input. Its combined
complexity is its complexity when both the query and TID instance are given as input.
Earlier work [25] showed that PQE has #P-hard data complexity even for some CQs of
a simple form, but [5, 6] shows that PQE is tractable in data complexity for any Boolean
query in monadic second-order (MSO) if the input instances are required to be treelike.
We now explain how to use Theorem 34 for PQE. Let P be an ICG-Datalog program
of body size kP . Given a TID instance (I, π) of treewidth kI , we compute a provenance
cycluit for P on I of treewidth O(|P |) in FPT-linear time in |I| · |P | by Theorem 24. By
α
α
Theorem 34, we compute in O(2|P | |I| |P |) an equivalent circuit of treewidth O(2|P | ). Now,
α
|P |
by Theorem D.2 of [6], we can solve PQE for P and (I, π) in O(22
|I| |P | + |π|) up to
PTIME arithmetic costs. Linear-time data complexity was known from [5], but 2EXPTIME
combined complexity is novel, as [5] only gave non-elementary combined complexity bounds.
Acyclic queries on tree TIDs. A natural question is then to understand whether better
bounds are possible. In particular, is PQE tractable in combined complexity on treelike
instances? We show that, unfortunately, treewidth bounds are not sufficient to ensure this.
The proof draws some inspiration from earlier work [40] on the topic of tree-pattern query
evaluation in probabilistic XML [41].
I Proposition 36. There is a fixed arity-two signature on which PQE is #P-hard even when
imposing that the input instances have treewidth 1 and the input queries are α-acyclic CQs.
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Path queries on tree TIDs. We must thus restrict the query language further to achieve
combined tractability. One natural restriction is to go from α-acyclic queries to path queries,
i.e., Boolean CQs of the form R1 (x1 , x2 ), . . . , Rn (xn−1 , xn ), where each Ri is a binary relation
of the signature. For instance, R(x, y), S(y, z), T (z, w) is a path query, but R(x, y), S(z, y) is
not (we do not allow inverse relations). We can strengthen the previous result to show:
I Proposition 37. There is a fixed arity-two signature on which PQE is #P-hard even when
imposing that the input instances have treewidth 1 and the input queries are path queries.
Tractable cases. In which cases, then, could PQE be tractable in combined complexity?
One example is in [22]: PQE is tractable in combined complexity over probabilistic XML,
when queries are written as deterministic tree automata. In this setting, that the edges
of the XML document are directed (preventing, e.g., the inverse construction used in the
proof of Proposition 37). Further, as the result works on unranked trees, it is important that
children of a node are ordered as well (see [3] for examples where this matters).
We leave open the question of whether there are some practical classes of instances and
of queries for which such a deterministic tree automaton can be obtained from the query in
polynomial time to test the query for a given treewidth. As we have shown, path queries
and instances of treewidth 1, even though very restricted, do not suffice to ensure this. Note
that, in terms of data complexity, we have shown in [7] that treelike instances are essentially
the only instances for which first-order tractability is achievable.
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Conclusion

We introduced ICG-Datalog, a new stratified Datalog fragment whose evaluation has FPTlinear complexity when parameterized by instance treewidth and program body size. The
complexity result is obtained via compilation to alternating two-way automata, and via the
computation of a provenance representation in the form of stratified cycluits, a generalisation
of provenance circuits that we hope to be of independent interest.
We believe that ICG-Datalog can be further improved by removing the guardedness
requirement on negated atoms, which would make it more expressive and step back from
the world of guarded negation logics. In particular, we conjecture that our FPT-linear
tractability result generalizes to frontier-guarded Datalog, and its extensions with cliqueguards and stratified (but unguarded) negation, taking the rule body size and instance
treewidth as the parameters. We further hope that our results could be used to derive
PTIME combined complexity results on instances of arbitrary treewidth, e.g., XP membership
when parametrizing by program size; this could in particular recapture the tractability of
bounded-treewidth queries. Last, we intend to extend our cycluit framework to support more
expressive provenance semirings than Boolean provenance (e.g., formal power series [37]).
We leave open the question of practical implementation of the methods we developed,
but we have good hopes that this approach can give efficient results in practice, in part from
our experience with a preliminary provenance prototype [50]. Optimization is possible, for
instance by not representing the full automata but building them on the fly when needed in
query evaluation. Another promising direction supported by our experience, to deal with
real-world datasets that are not treelike, is to use partial tree decompositions [46].
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